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 MOON OBSERVER’S GUIDE 
Peter Grego 

A night-by-night guide to studying the moon, featuring 20 new 
images. 

Since publication of the � rst edition of this book, we have enjoyed more 
than a decade of new readings and images taken by shuttles, rovers, 
and the Hubble Telescope. Each time they have passed by, orbited, 
and landed on the Moon we have accumulated an incredible amount 
of data about our satellite and about the rest of the galaxy. In the same 
period, stargazing technology has advanced to an unprecedented level 
of sophistication. Even “basic” low-tech binoculars and telescopes 
permit astounding views of the night sky.

In clear language and with full color photographs and illustrations 
throughout, this second edition of Moon Observer’s Guide has 
been updated and revised throughout to incorporate these exciting 
advances, including more than 20 new images and information about 
new digital imaging techniques and technology, such as DSLR (digital 
single lens re� ex) cameras, webcams, and mobile apps. The updates 
also include the latest science garnered from lunar probes and 
missions recently and currently exploring the Moon.

The topics include:

•	 The birth of the Moon
•	 The Moon’s orbit
•	 Moonlight
•	 Guidelines for choosing binoculars and telescopes 
•	 Ways of recording observations 
•	 Digital and conventional photography 
•	 Using internet resources, personal computers and lunar software 

programs 
•	 Safety tips for observing the Moon during solar and lunar eclipses 
•	 Eclipses and occultations
•	 The space-age Moon.

Moon Observer’s Guide provides practical guidance to amateur 
astronomers viewing Earth’s only natural satellite whether with the 
naked eye or binoculars and telescopes. Central to the book is the 
detailed 28-day Moonwatching guide, complete with maps, that 
describes lunar geology and the various causes of physical features, 
such as craters and volcanoes. 

This is an ideal reference for beginning and experienced astronomers 
alike, and an essential for library collections large and small. 

Peter Grego writes and illustrates MoonWatch, a monthly column in 
Astronomy Now, and edits three astronomy publications: Luna, the 
Journal of the Society for Popular Astronomy (SPA) Lunar Section, the 
SPA News Circulars and Popular Astronomy. 

2nd EDITION

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-715-5
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

MARCH

192 pages 
5 × 7¾ 
30 color photographs and 
illustrations, 65 black 
& white photographs 
and illustrations, maps, 
bibliography, glossary, 
resources, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55297-888-7
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 GUIDE TO GEMS
Illustrated Guide to the Identi� cation, 
Properties and Use of Gemstones
Cally Oldershaw 

This new printing has a terri� c new jacket.

“Informative, handsome, and richly illustrated.” — Choice

“Excellent section of gem descriptions… So inclusive, and so 
beautifully designed it should � nd a place in every high school 
library.” — VOYA

Guide to Gems is a practical, compact guide to the identi� cation and 
use of precious and semi-precious stones, novelty stones, agates and 
crystals. With its 850 color photos this � eld guide is both beautiful and 
practical.

The comprehensive introduction explains:

•	 Gem formation and mining
•	 Crystal structure, optical and physical properties of gemstones
•	 Fashioning and cutting
•	 Types and shapes of cuts 
•	 Handling, storing, weighing and measuring gemstones
•	 Imitations, synthetics, and enhanced stones 
•	 Gemstones through history
•	 The most famous diamonds 
•	 Gem lore, including birthstones.

The classi� cation section is the heart of the book with more than 130 
varieties of gemstones, each listed according to its mineralogical 
class, such as carbon (e.g., diamond), aluminum oxide (e.g., sapphire), 
phosphate (turquoise) and silica (opal), followed by the organics (e.g. 
pearl) and precious metals (e.g., platinum). Color photographs highlight 
gemstone features such as raw crystals, common cuts, and polished 
applications for jewelry. 

A color key displays the variations between stones of the same color, 
such as emeralds and bloodstones which are both considered green. 
At-a-glance charts provide technical details of refractive index, crystal 
group, luster, hardness and cleavage. The book closes with maps 
showing the world’s major gemstone mining sites.

Guide to Gems is essential for any reader or collector.

Cally Oldershaw is a gemologist and science educator. She is the 
author of several very widely held books about gems. Oldershaw is 
Liaison Of� cer for the Geological Society of London and an examiner 
for the Gemmological Association of Great Britain.

BACK IN PRINT

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-55297-814-6
paperback  $19.95 
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

224 pages
5 × 7¾
900 color photographs 
and illustrations, maps, 
glossary, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada
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500 BUTTERFLIES
From Around the World
Ken Preston-Mafham

The perfect introduction to Lepidoptera in all their diversity.

This handsome, well-illustrated guide features 514 butter� ies from all 
continents, most of them photographed in their natural environment, 
sometimes with their caterpillars. Sales of 15,000 copies in hardcover is 
proof of its value.

The butter� ies are organized by genus, species and subspecies, and 
described in authoritative text including personal observations in the 
wild. Each entry is cross-referenced to the index and glossary.

The description of each butter� y includes detailed information on:
•	 Natural history
•	 Habitat and distribution
•	 Form
•	 Behavior
•	 Food and feeding
•	 Species variations and taxonomy
•	 Reproduction
•	 Survival.

This beautiful book is a joy for the pictures alone, and it is also very 
informative and reveals the author’s passion for this subject. This is a 
concise and attractive introduction to these fascinating insects and a 
useful resource for butter� y enthusiasts and naturalists of all ages. 

Ken Preston-Mafham is a photographer, naturalist, authority on 
Lepidoptera, and the author of many books on natural history.

NOW IN PAPERBACK

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-712-4
sewn paperback  $24.95 
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

528 pages 
6 × 6¼
color photographs, 
sidebars, glossary, further 
references, index

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-1-55407-295-8
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THE  COMPLETE ROOT CELLAR 
BOOK
Building Plans, Uses and 100 Recipes
Steve Maxwell and Jennifer MacKenzie

“A comprehensive guidebook that will help you construct and use 
these smart, money-saving structures.” — Mother Earth News

This book delivers both the vision and the know-how for building a root 
cellar for a richer food experience year round.

This time-honored tradition is now enhanced by new, leading-edge 
technologies. The authors provide detailed instructions on building 
a cellar plus expert counsel on how to ensure that the food stays 
wholesome and delicious. 

There are 30 easy-to-follow illustrated plans for cold rooms, basement 
cellars, stand-alone cellars, outdoor cellar options, cellars for condos, 
townhouses and in storage containers — for both warm and cold 
climates.

In addition, the 100 creative recipes incorporate food from the root 
cellar in classic and innovative dishes. Regardless of the time of the 
year, delicious dishes with ingredients for the cellar can be prepared 
easily: Roasted Onion and Potato Soup, Caramel-Roasted Apple and 
Blue Cheese Salad, Beet and Sweet Potato Fries with Three-Pepper 
Mayo, Green Beans with Shitakes and Onions, Chorizo and Potato 
Torta, Prime Rib Roast with Plenty of Onions, Rhubarb Streusel Coffee 
Cake and Sweet Lemon Parsnip Loaf. 

A special section has complete information on selecting cellar-friendly 
fruits and vegetables, creating ideal storage conditions and then using 
those ingredients in terri� c recipes.

Steve Maxwell is a home improvement author and his magazine and 
newspaper articles appear regularly across North America. 

Jennifer MacKenzie is a professional home economist and the author 
of The Dehydrator Bible and The Complete Book of Pickling. 

BACK IN PRINT

ROBERT ROSE INC.

978-0-7788-0243-3
paperback  
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 28

MAY

264 pages
7 × 10
30 easy-to-follow and 
illustrated plans for root 
cellars, index

Rights: World
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 YOUR FIRST GARDEN
Judith Adam

Praise for the author’s Landscape Planning: Practical Techniques for the 
Home Gardener:
“Highly recommended as one of the most comprehensive, up-to-
date works on general gardening.” — Chicago Botanic Garden

“This book is worth its weight in gold.” — The Globe and Mail 

In this book, accomplished garden writer Judith Adam targets new 
homeowners in sterile, still-to-be-landscaped suburbs. Creating an 
attractive setting for a brand-new house is a high priority and hard to 
resist, as all improvements will add to the property’s dollar value as well 
as the enjoyment of the new home. 

With a light hand Adam outlines the basic steps toward transforming 
an empty yard into a welcoming, appealing space, beginning with 
identifying a personal garden style and assessing the pros and cons of 
a site, then choosing, planting and maintaining plants. 

Your First Garden is a primer on the basic elements of landscape 
design and garden creation: planning for scale and balance, color 
selection, and architectural features are all landscape elements that 
homeowners must understand. 

Chapters include information on:
•	 How property improvements build value into your new purchase
•	 Tips on budgeting garden improvements over several seasons 
•	 Scale and balance in the garden
•	 Planting style and succession planting
•	 A landscaping plan checklist
•	 Evaluating soil with a tip sheet explaining soil chemistry and pH
•	 The science and art of fertilization, including organic humus 
•	 The 10 critical gardening tools
•	 How to create garden beds from nothing
•	 Calculating soil and mulch quantities 
•	 Planting suggestions for foundation, perennial and shrub beds
•	 Getting the best performance out of your plants with the least 

amount of work
•	 Best practices for planting perennials, annuals, shrubs and trees
•	 Tips on pruning and weeding.

All perennial and annual plant selections are easy to grow, suitable for 
all North American climates, and inexpensive.

Judith Adams’ previous title, Landscape Planning, sold more than 
72,000 copies. In Your First Garden she provides a highly readable 
road map for new homeowners and neophyte gardeners. It is an 
essential purchase for all collections.

Judith Adam is a horticulturalist, landscape designer and journalist 
who also writes for many magazines. She is the author of Landscape 
Planning: Practical Techniques for the Home Gardener and lives in 
Toronto.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-708-7
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

120 pages
8 × 10
full color photographs 
throughout, index

Rights: World

By the same author:

2nd Edition

 Landscape Planning
978-1-55407-258-3
paperback  $29.95
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 GARDEN DESIGN
A Book of Ideas
Heidi Howcroft and Marianne Majerus

An essential illustrated resource of inspiration and practical 
advice.

In Garden Design: A Book of Ideas, Marianne Majerus and Heidi 
Howcroft have created a stunning and inspiring guide to designing 
gardens of all types. Ideal for all gardeners and landscape architects 
this book inspires and encourages while giving practical advice and 
clear instruction. Six hundred inspirational photographs and 22 real-life 
case studies help anyone create their dream garden.

Brilliant color photographs show an enormous variety of gardens and 
their elements in detail, varying from large and small, to urban and 
rural, covering a wide range of styles, including contemporary, modern, 
city, Mediterranean and natural. There are plant recommendations 
throughout the book.

Creating a garden is part common sense and part instinct but almost 
everybody needs some help to achieve the garden of their dreams. 
Garden Design: A Book of Ideas inspires and motivates but it also 
provides practical guidance. 

Heidi Howcroft is a landscape architect and the author of 20 
gardening books. She lives in Somerset, England.

Marianne Majerus is one of the world’s � nest garden photographers. 
She is a regular contributor to House & Garden and The Wall Street 
Journal. She has illustrated more than 50 gardening books and won 
International Garden Photographer of the Year 2010. 

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-524-3
plastic-laminated 
hardcover with jacket
$49.95
Ctn qty: 8

AVAILABLE

320 pages
9½ × 11
600 color photographs, 
index

Rights: U.S. & Canada

“Paging through the exquisite photographs 
in this coffee-table book is like being given 
a sneak peek into some of the world’s 
most gorgeous private outdoor spaces...
This book will inspire readers to envision 
what is possible even in the smallest, most 
improbable spaces.” — Publishers Weekly
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 GROW FOR FLAVOR
Tips and Tricks to Supercharge the Flavor 
of Homegrown Harvests
James Wong

Gardeners can be disappointed by the insipid � avor of the vegetables 
and fruit that they have so carefully nurtured. The problem, according 
to botanist James Wong, is that many conventional gardening practices 
are based on pure myth or faulty science. They create bumper crops at 
the expense of � avor and nutrition. It doesn’t have to be that way.

After trial and error of cutting-edge horticultural techniques and 
extensive review of more than 2,000 journal papers from around the 
globe, Wong turns the tables on old-school advice with a radical new 
system that transforms the � avor and nutrition of homegrown produce. 

Grow for Flavor shows the simple steps and innovative methods 
that yield tasty harvests beyond dreams and, best of all, the methods 
involve less effort, are strictly organic and can be mastered easily by 
newbie gardeners. The goal is maximum � avor with minimum labor. 

Consider these examples:
•	 For tomatoes 150% sweeter with 50% more vitamin C, ditch the 

tomato food and use molasses, aspirin sprays, and a bit of salt water.
•	 For strawberries 20% bigger with 100 times the aroma, plant in 

acidic soil in full sun with a skirt of red plastic mulch.
•	 For super-healthy berries with 300% more antioxidants than grocery 

store varieties, plant Rubel blueberries.
•	 For maximum � avor and sweetness, harvest beets early and carrots 

late. 

Grow for Flavor is more than tips from a gardening expert. It over� ows 
with practical information and inspirational advice — an essential for all 
gardeners.

James Wong is a botanist, researcher, and TV personality on BBC 
America, as well as the author of Homegrown Revolution. 

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-669-1
plastic-laminated sewn 
hardcover  $29.95
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

224 pages
7½ × 9½
full color throughout, over 
200 photos, 40 diagrams, 
sources, index

Rights: U.S. & Canada
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 MICROGREENS
How to Grow Nature’s Own Superfood
Fionna Hill

★ “The book is informative and accessible, delivering in a buoyant 
voice all you need to know about the ultimate in local eating — 
making a meal of houseplants. It is nicely illustrated as well, with 
tantalizing photographs of microgreens at every stage, from seed 
to planting to plate. And there are more than a dozen recipes 
included... Highly recommended for gardeners, foodies, and health 
enthusiasts.” — Library Journal (starred review) 

The � rst edition of Microgreens sold 17,000 copies. This new edition is 
expanded with 30 new photographs and ten additional crops for a total 
of 30 microgreens. There are also four new recipes using microgreens.
 
Microgreens provides practical guidance on growing arugula 
and other popular mini-greens unique for their powerful nutritional 
punch, tasty variety of colors, textures and � avors, and high levels of 
concentrated active compounds. The author provides guidance for 
growing, harvesting and preparing the most popular microgreens plus 
newer microgreens like kale, daikon radish, bok choy, shungiku, and 
mizuna. The comprehensive instructions explain which containers to 
use, how to sow the seeds, when to harvest, how to store the bounty, 
and much more. A special chapter has tips on helping children to grow 
microgreens. 

Microgreens shows how easy it is to bring fresh, nutritional and 
economical gourmet produce to the dinner table any time of year. This 
how-to book is ideal for health-conscious home cooks, especially those 
who believe in the importance of home-grown foods. 

Fionna Hill is a journalist specializing in lifestyle and garden topics, 
� oral design, crafts, and travel. Her website is www.� onnahill.com.

2nd EDITION

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-714-8 
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

120 pages
8 × 10
full-color throughout, 
glossary, resources, 
weight and measures 
conversion chart, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55407-769-4
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THE  COMPLETE PEBBLE 
MOSAIC HANDBOOK
Maggy Howarth 

“This book is indeed complete with every aspect of design material 
selection, installation and care considered… Appropriate as a 
coffee table book and an instructive text; beginner and pro alike 
will not be disappointed.” — B&B, Washington State Nursery and 
Landscape Association 

Maggy Howarth is one of the world’s foremost pebble mosaic experts, 
known for the innovative traditional and contemporary designs she has 
used to create outdoor mosaics around the world. 

This new edition is updated, revised and expanded by 32 pages to 
incorporate many new inspirational designs from the author’s studio, 
Cobblestone Designs, including an experiment in 3-D, spirals and 
roundels, and large mosaic designs for community spaces. There is 
also a special section that explores pebble mosaics as a decorative art 
throughout history. 

The book provides practical step-by-step instructions for creating 
mosaics using traditional and modern materials, tools and techniques. 
The 400 beautiful color photographs and illustrations offer inspiration 
and make this a stunning how-to book and wish-book. 

The sections and their chapters are:

Core Techniques
•	 The basic principles of mosaic
•	 In-situ techniques
•	 Precast technique 
•	 Using the computer to make patterns 
•	 New developments in pebble mosaic

Around the World
•	 Pebble mosaic traditions from around the world
•	 Contemporary pebble mosaicists

Gazetteer of Design Ideas and Templates by Maggy Howarth
•	 Allover patterns; Chinese allover patterns; interlacing patterns; 

allover centrical designs; borders; stars; sun and moon; spiral, cross 
and maze; human � gures; mythological � gures and anthropomorphic 
creatures; stick � gures; animals; reptiles and � sh; birds; insects; 
� owers; trees; other suitable subjects.

Maggy Howarth is one of the world’s leading authorities on pebble 
mosaics. Her designs appear in city squares, hospital grounds and 
public gardens and fountains. A portfolio of her designs can be viewed 
at www.maggyhowarth.co.uk.

3rd EDITION, REVISED AND EXPANDED

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-667-7
paperback  $35.00 
Ctn qty:

MARCH

288 pages
8½ × 11 
400 color photographs 
and illustrations, design 
templates, further 
reading, appendices, 
index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55407-418-1
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THE  COTTAGE BIBLE
Gerry Mackie and Laura Elise Taylor

Praise for the � rst edition:
“Cottagers, prepare to worship [this] must-have guide.”
— The Toronto Star 

“New cabin owners will reap a greater con� dence, a working 
vocabulary and an ace-up-their-sleeve with this book as a 
reference.” — Cabin Life/Cabin Living 

The Cottage Bible is the most important reference for a cottage owner. 
The expert guidance is essential for any vacation home, especially 
one near water with unique challenges. There is year-round advice on 
maintenance, buying a cottage, repairing burst pipes, and how to keep 
a lake healthy.

The authors share their wisdom in a colorful easy-to-use kit of 
troubleshooting, how-to guidance, and problem-solving tips such as:

•	 Buying a cottage
•	 Weather prediction
•	 Lake health and water quality
•	 Shoreline erosion
•	 pH and acid rain
•	 Maintenance tips for a safe well
•	 Aquatic organisms
•	 Septic systems
•	 Fishing essentials
•	 Building a dock
•	 Living with wildlife
•	 Light, heat and power
•	 Seasonal closing of the cottage
•	 Boating essentials
•	 Repairing burst pipes.

The Cottage Bible is the essential year-round handbook.

Gerry Mackie is the author of four books and has contributed to a 
dozen others. He has 40 years of experience building and maintaining a 
cottage in the country. 

Laura Elise Taylor is a journalist and photographer. 

2nd REVISED EDITION

BOSTON MILLS PRESS

978-1-77085-706-3
paperback with � aps  
$29.95
Ctn qty:

MARCH

280 pages
8½ × 11
800 color photographs 
and illustrations, 
bibliography, index

Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback): 978-1-55046-459-7
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 FOOD

JUICE GURU 
Transform Your Life with One Juice a Day
Steve Prussack and Julie Prussack

To reset one’s lifestyle there’s no better place to start than with 
juicing. 

This book illustrates and explains how just one, well-timed, fresh juice 
a day can transform health. Going one step further, it helps unravel and 
apply the science of creating a habit, assuring that juicing becomes 
easy and enjoyable for life. 

A daily juice from these recipes provides boundless energy, a youthful 
vibrancy, a slimmer � gure, sharper focus, improved health and the 
desire to make healthier and improved food choices in general. The 
best thing about juicing is that anyone can do it and the results are 
almost immediate. Using the simple and easy-to-follow protocols in this 
book is a huge step towards improving every aspect of life without a 
personality change or altering how your time is spent.

The 100 � avorful, bursting-with-goodness fruit and vegetable juices 
here are full of nutritious phytonutrients that promote a healthy lifestyle 
at home, work or play. 

This comprehensive book demysti� es juicing and helps to remove all 
the barriers that stand in the way of incorporating this regime for a 
healthy lifestyle. 

Steve Prussack is the founder of Juice Guru, a business dedicated to 
spreading the message about juicing for healthy living. He is also the 
founder of the accredited Juice Guru Academy, which offers courses 
in juice therapy and health education, and trains juice coaches around 
the world. Steve is the award-winning host of “Juice Guru Radio” and 
the founder and publisher of the #1 health-related magazine in Apple’s 
Newsstand on juicing and veggie living, VegWorld Magazine.

Julie Prussack is an environmental lawyer and administrative law 
judge who became an avid juicer when she reunited with her high 
school sweetheart, Steve. Julie became the � rst certi� ed Juice Guru 
Practitioner at the age of 40, and has partnered with Steve to grow the 
Juice Guru brand. For the past three years Julie has also been a head 
writer and the Associate Editor of VegWorld Magazine.

ROBERT ROSE INC.

978-0-7788-0529-8
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

MARCH

208 pages
7 × 10
16 photos, index

Rights: World
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200 BEST SMOOTHIE BOWL 
RECIPES
Alison Lewis

An easy and energizing smoothie bowl is perfect any time 
of the day.

Smoothie bowls are the perfect way to add fresh fruits, superfoods 
and proteins to everyday fare. Smoothie bowls are thicker than regular 
smoothies — thick enough to eat with a spoon. Adding a smoothie 
bowl to morning routines guarantees a great start to the day and for 
lunch too. These 200 recipes can be enjoyed anytime for a refreshing, 
� lling and healthy meal or even a delicious dessert.

Whether a smoothie bowl is packed with fruit, leafy greens, nuts or 
a base of coffee or tea, there is a recipe here perfectly suited for any 
occasion. The colors, textures and crunch are incredible and all sorts of 
delicious toppings can be added that will take a meal to a whole new 
level. 

Here’s just a small sampling of the sumptuous smoothie bowl recipes:

Breakfast Smoothie Bowls
•	 Breakfast Harvest Bowl, Frosty French Toast, Breakfast Starter, Pear 

Pleaser, Sunrise Smoothie Bowl, Peanut Butter Oat Bowl
Green Creations
•	 Clean Green Bowl, Blueberry Flaxseed Bowl, Strawberry Avocado 

Bowl, Green Zinger, Citrus Kale Bowl, Parsley Pear Bowl
Kid Friendly Smoothie Bowls
•	 Almond Butter and Jelly Bowl, Berry Crunch, Nutella Banana Bowl, 

Peach Paradise, Mocha Smoothie Bowl, Peanut Butter Cup
Anytime Smoothie Bowls
•	 Pistachio Vanilla Bowl, Pick-Me-Up Bowl, Watermelon Strawberry 

Bowl, Dreamsicle, Chocolate Cherry Bowl, Pumpkin Pie Bowl.

These thick, creamy and delicious smoothie bowls will undoubtedly 
become a welcome addition for any family. 

Alison Lewis is a recipe developer, food and travel journalist, and a 
photographer. She is the author of 150 Best Grilled Cheese Sandwiches 
and 400 Best Sandwich Recipes. 

ROBERT ROSE INC.

978-0-7788-0533-5
paperback  
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

APRIL

240 pages
7 × 10
16 color photographs, 
index

Rights: World
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THE  COMPLETE ART & SCIENCE 
OF SAUSAGE MAKING
150 Healthy Homemade Recipes 
from Chorizo to Hot Dogs
Tonia Reinhard, MS, RD, with Brendan Reinhard 
and Brent Mitchell

Delicious, succulent sausage at home.

There are techniques and secrets to learning how to make sausage in 
the home kitchen. Making sausages is an ancient art that has made 
a remarkable comeback in recent years. Tania Reinhard explains the 
science to making sausages, taking all the guesswork out of it, making 
it a fun, safe and exciting project for any aspiring sausage maker.

Starting with the right tools and equipment there are step-by-step 
instructions that explain just how healthy sausages can be made simply 
by using the right ingredients and seasonings. 

The book has an extraordinary variety of recipes with the best 
techniques from all over the world. Ingredients range from the classic 
pork, beef, lamb, chicken, and turkey, to wild game, � sh and even 
vegetarian and vegan sausages. 

Here are some of these tantalizing recipes:

•	 Classics like Chorizo, Frankfurters, Salami, Keilbasa, Liverwurst, and 
Breakfast Sausage

•	 Pork recipes include Sicilian Sausage, Sage Potato Sausage, 
American Brat, Pesto Pork Sausage and Jamaican Jerk Sausage

•	 There is also a huge variety of chicken and turkey recipes like 
Chicken Parmesan Sausage, Persian Chicken, Turkey de Provence, 
Thanksgiving Turkey and Athenian Chicken

•	 The vegetarian and vegan recipes include Malaysian Satay, Sausage 
de Bologna, Greek Sausage, The Nutty Vegan and Lebanese 
Majadra.

Meal planning is easy with complete menus and the perfect pairings 
for sausage. The expert instructions, techniques and tips are crucial for 
any home sausage maker. 

Tonia Reinhard is the Director of the Coordinated Program in Dietetics 
and a Senior Lecturer at Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan. 
She is the author of the bestsellers SuperJuicing and Superfoods. 
Brendan Reinhard is the manager of the sausage department at 
Country Smoke House in Almont, Michigan. Brent Mitchell is the head 
chef at Country Smoke House, which specializes in sausage making, 
barbecue, butchery, smoked meats and catering.

ROBERT ROSE INC.

978-0-7788-0535-9
paperback  
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

MAY

272 pages
7 × 10
16 color photographs, 
glossary, resources, index

Rights: World

By the same author:

 SuperJuicing
978-1-77085-307-2
paperback  $24.95

 Superfoods
978-1-77085-256-3
paperback  $24.95
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FOOD

150 BEST MEALS IN A JAR
Salads, Soups, Rice Bowls & More
Tanya Linton 

Creative and delicious meals with all the convenience of a jar.

Canning jars are perfect for a healthy and delicious salad. The dressing 
goes on the bottom, with heavier or harder ingredients making up 
the next layer(s), perhaps topped off with some fresh leafy greens. 
Everything stays crisp and separate until it is time to toss the salad in a 
bowl ready to serve and enjoy.

When made ahead these 150 tempting and innovative recipes last for 
days in the fridge for almost a week’s worth of lunches and/or dinners. 
These “grab and go” salads are ideal on those harried weekday 
mornings or busy weekends. Tanya Linton includes creative snacks 
and breakfasts as well as a chapter devoted to rice bowls and even 
desserts.

Lettuce-based salads like Italian Salad (chopped salami, spicy green 
beans, white beans and Pecorino), Green Goddess (sugar snap peas, 
proper peas and edamame with hoisin chicken) or Sweet and Salty 
Salad (arugula, � gs, buffalo mozzarella and prosciutto) are great for the 
whole family.

For something more hearty, there are also noodle and grain/legume 
based salads like Pasta Carbonara Salad (pasta, cooked eggs, cooked 
pancetta, baby arugula), Chicken Soup Salad (noodles, carrots, celery, 
chopped kale and chicken) and Layered Tabbouleh Salad (couscous, 
cucumber, tomatoes, parsley, onion).

For a dessert idea for an of� ce celebration or a picnic, Pretty Pavlovas, 
Layed Cheater Chocolate Cheesecake and Banana Bread Parfait are 
favorites.

Tanya Linton is Director of Original Production at Home & Garden 
Television overseeing some of its most successful shows. She’s an 
accomplished writer and producer who is able to work across a variety 
of genres. She is also the co-author of The Ice Cream Bible.
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200 BEST SHEET PAN MEALS
Quick & Easy Oven Recipes
One Pan, No Fuss!
Camilla V. Saulsbury

Sheet pan meals are as easy as one-pot meals.

This book show how to make great meals more conveniently using a 
single sheet pan. These 200 recipes allow for individual ingredients to 
intensify � avors, and clean up is a breeze. 

All that is needed is a sheet pan, an oven, and expert instructions and 
recipes from Camilla Saulsbury for creating some of these extraordinary 
meals (and desserts). The chapters are:

•	 The 25 Extra-Simple Pantry Meals — Green Eggs and Ham Strata, 
Pesto Chicken Thighs with Roasted Baby Carrots, Oven-Fried Rice 
and Flatbread Mini Pizzas

•	 The Meatless Main Dishes — vegetarian and vegan favorites like 
Persian Rice-Stuffed Butternut Squash, Chili-Glazed Tofu with 
Asparagus Rice and Frittata

•	 Great � sh and seafood main dishes include Coconut Lime Fish and 
Roasted Plaintains 

•	 For poultry dishes, Rosemary Chicken with Balsamic-Roasted 
Brussel Sprouts or Dijon Chicken with Crisp Parsnip Fries give 
humble chicken a whole new twist

•	 The sweets with a simple sheet pan are simply sumptuous — from 
Chewy Coconut Trail Mix Bars and Sour Cream Vanilla Pound Cake 
to Cinnamon Sugar Phyllo Fruit Crisp.

200 Best Sheet Pan Meals is simple, fast, and ideal for any home 
cook pressed for time.

Camilla V. Saulsbury is a freelance food writer, recipe developer, 
cooking instructor and creator of the healthy cooking blog 
powerhungry.com. She’s been featured on Today, Good Morning 
America, The Food Network, and in the New York Times. She is also the 
author of The Complete Coconut Cookbook, 500 Best Quinoa Recipes, 
Piece of Cake! and 5 Easy Steps to Healthy Cooking.
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150 BEST RECIPES FOR 
COOKING IN FOIL
Ovens · BBQ · Camping
Marilyn Haugen

Preparing a foil packet meal is cooking at its simplest. 

For campers, backyard grillers, hosts of tailgate parties and home 
cooks feeding a hungry family, these creative recipes for meals 
wrapped in foil packs are welcome additions to a cooking repertoire. 

For camping, the recipes are designed for a 4- to 7-day trip with 
fresh staples used � rst in multiple recipes, followed by canned or 
dry-packaged items. Minimal packing and easy storage are features 
of these great recipes: Hill Country Hash Brown Breakfast, Peach 
and Ginger Glazed Pork Chops, Candied Ham and Cranberry Sweet 
Potatoes and Salted Caramel Pears for dessert.

For delicious and easy-to-prepare grilling and oven recipes, all are “one 
pot” and need minimal clean up. Many of the recipes can be made 
ahead of time and refrigerated or frozen for a quick and easy weeknight 
meal, lunch or morning breakfast. All of these are perfect for the busy 
weeknight cook or the tailgate chef: Bacon, Onion and Ale Glazed 
Flank Steak, Belgian Style Marinated Chicken or Beef Tenderloin with 
Glazed Carrots and Parsnips. 

For convenience, these 150 recipes can be easily resized for one or 
two people. And versatility is the key to these recipes as they include 
breakfasts and lunches plus main courses, side dishes and desserts. 

Foil wrap cooking is ideal for so many occasions when minimal time 
and optimal convenience is prime. 

Marilyn Haugen is a food writer and the author of 150 Best Spiralizer 
Recipes. Her blog is FoodThymes.com.
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THE  WORLD ATLAS OF COFFEE
From Beans to Brewing — Coffees 
Explored, Explained and Enjoyed
James Hoffmann 

Reviews for this book:
“Fills a gap in the popular reference literature. Recommended.”
— Booklist 

“An unusual offering that will be of value in collections serving 
agriculture, business, and nutrition students.”
— Library Journal 

“Well-written, informative, and a must-have for general readers 
who want to know more about their favorite morning brew.”
— Publishers Weekly 

“It’s a book coffee professionals and enthusiasts alike should not 
just add to their libraries but dog-ear and highlight... A book you’ll 
spend as much time looking at as reading.”
— Fresh Cup Magazine

“Educational, thought-provoking, and substantial. I’ve already 
recommended this book to [our] readers countless times.”
— Barista Magazine 

The World Atlas of Coffee takes readers on a global tour of coffee-
growing countries, presenting the coffee bean crop for each in full-
color photographs and concise comprehensive text about where the 
coffee is grown, the people who grow it, and the cultures in which it is 
a way of life. The book also covers the world of coffee consumption — 
processing, grades, the consumer and the modern culture of coffee. 

The expert information includes: 
•	 The history of coffee generally and regionally 
•	 The role of colonialism 
•	 Map of growing regions with regional detail maps 
•	 Charts comparing growing regions within a country 
•	 Inset boxes of sidebar content
•	 The politics of coffee and the fair trade, organic and shade grown 

phenomena 
•	 Beautiful color photographs taken in the � eld. 

North Americans consume 400 million cups of coffee per day, 
equivalent to 146 billion cups of coffee per year, making the U.S. the 
world’s leading consumer of coffee. The World Atlas of Coffee is an 
excellent choice for these coffee lovers. 

James Hoffmann is a coffee expert, author and the 2007 World 
Barista Champion. Along with a team of experts, he operates Square 
Mile Coffee Roasters, a multi-award-winning coffee roasting company 
based in London, UK.
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THE  ESSENTIAL HOME-GROUND 
FLOUR BOOK
Learn Complete Milling & Baking 
Techniques · Includes 100 Recipes
Sue Becker

How to create � our at home.

The many bene� ts of home � our milling include taste and � avor and 
the appeal of making a healthy food that tastes good and is seriously 
nutritous. Home ground � our milling can also save countless dollars 
just in the cost of bread alone, especially for those with special dietary 
needs and restrictions, and improved health leads to reduced medical 
costs. 

This comprehensive how-to details the whole process behind home 
� our milling with features such as:

•	 The history of whole grains and grain anatomy
•	 Bene� ts of commercially milled � our vs home milled � our
•	 Tools & equipment for home � our milling
•	 Baking basics including mixing methods and techniques — the 

importance of gluten and moisture
•	 Going with the grains — a thorough description of grains such as 

barley, rye, kamut and buckwheat
•	 Baking with freshly milled grains.

There are also 100 recipes for tasty quick breads, rolls and buns, 
muf� ns, pancakes, coffee cakes, biscuit and scones, cookies, brownies 
and pastries, plus others that are gluten-free, dairy-free and vegan.

The Home Ground Flour Book is ideal for anyone who wants to create 
their own � ours. 

Sue Becker is a popular speaker and teacher. Since 1992, she has 
been teaching others the healthful bene� ts of whole grain nutrition 
and baking with freshly milled � our. She is a business owner and has 
a degree in Food Science from the University of Georgia. 
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THE  COMPLETE BOOK 
OF PICKLING
250 Recipes, from Pickles & Relishes 
to Chutneys & Salsas
Jennifer MacKenzie

An array of delicious foods prepared by pickling. 

There is nothing more satisfying than popping open a jar of homemade 
pickles, chutney or chili sauce, knowing that each ingredient was 
prepared by hand and the freshness of the harvest is captured beneath 
the lid. Such a treat is absolutely worth the time and effort in the 
preparation. 

These inventive and easy-to-follow recipes inspire the joys of home 
canning. The simple step-by-step preserving techniques ensure safety 
and assure successful home preparation. The addition of 16 new color 
photographs in this new printing complement the how-to instructions. 

Some of the delicious recipes are Aunt Thelma’s Bread-and-Butter 
Pickles, Curry Pickled Cauli� ower, Fire and Spice Pearl Onions, Classic 
Sauerkraut, Pickled Sweet Cherries, Chipotle Tomato Salsa, Smoky 
Raspberry Barbecue Sauce, Beet and Horseradish Relish, Mango 
Banana Chutney, Apple Raisin Chutney, Tangy French Cornichons and 
Asian Pickled Eggplant. 

This comprehensive information on pickling ranges from canning 
equipment essentials, to extensive information on purchasing, to tips 
on harvesting and preparing the ingredients for optimal results every 
time. 

Jennifer MacKenzie is a professional home economist and author, 
with years of highly regarded experience in recipe development, testing 
and editing. She has also been a canning competition judge for several 
years and is also the author of The Dehydrator Bible and The Complete 
Root Cellar Book. 
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BESTSELLER!

 BALL® COMPLETE BOOK 
OF HOME PRESERVING
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes 
for Today
Edited by Judi Kingry and Lauren Devine

From the experts, the bible in home preserving. 

Ball® makes 99% of the preserving jars sold every year. Ball® is the 
trusted name in home preserving. Home canning puts the pleasure 
of eating natural, delicious produce at your � ngertips year-round. 
Preserving food is as modern and practical as the latest food trend, 
and it’s really quite simple! 

Enjoy the rewards of numerous homemade meals and snacks, created 
from just one preserving season. The book includes comprehensive 
directions on safe canning and preserving methods plus lists of 
required equipment and utensils. Speci� c instructions for � rst-timers 
and handy tips for the experienced make the Ball® Complete Book of 
Home Preserving a valuable addition to any kitchen library.
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THE  COMPLETE BOOK OF 
SMALL-BATCH PRESERVING
Over 300 Delicious Recipes 
to Use Year-Round
Ellie Topp and Margaret Howard

The easiest and safest methods for making delectable preserves 
in small batches—all year long. 

It’s no surprise that The Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving 
has sold more than 300,000 copies. Consumers want healthy, 
homemade foods and this book takes the guesswork out of home 
preserving. It provides the easiest and safest methods for making 
preserves in small batches—all year long—so that beginners and pros 
can make the most of fresh seasonal fruits and vegetables. 

With delectable and innovative recipes plus professional tips, The 
Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving is the ideal guide for 
anyone who craves homemade preserves but doesn’t want to spend 
all day in the kitchen.
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BESTSELLER!

 PRESERVING MADE EASY
Small Batches & Simple Techniques
Ellie Topp and Margaret Howard

Preserving Made Easy is the perfect book for today’s busy cooks who 
still want to prepare and enjoy the homemade goodness of fresh fruits 
and vegetables. These recipes were selected for their delicious taste 
and because they are easy to prepare. 

Thoroughly tested and perfected, each recipe offers something 
special—a new twist on an old favorite, a new way to mix and match 
� avors and tips to make the whole process easier and more fun.

The authors offer delectable recipes for jams, jellies, conserves, pickles, 
relishes, chutneys, salsas, mustards, marinades, � avored oils and 
more. Everything you need to delight family and friends is here. Using 
this book will ensure that your family has only the best and freshest 
ingredients carefully prepared for their needs. 

Preserving Made Easy is ideal for � rst-time users who will bene� t from 
the step-by-step introductions, and for experienced cooks who are just 
looking for that extra twist that will make the batch memorable.
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THE 175 BEST CAMP GAMES
A Handbook for Leaders
Kathleen Fraser, Laura Fraser and Mary Fraser

“Possibly one of the best resources for camp or after-school leaders in 
print.” —Green Teacher

Games for kids 4 to 16, plus tips on keeping them fun and fair for all participants.

978-1-55046-505-1
$19.95 paperback
160 pages · 8½ × 11
Rights: World

THE NEW TRAILSIDE COOKBOOK
100 Delicious Recipes for the Camp Chef
Kevin Callan and Margaret Howard

Canoe enthusiast Kevin Callan and food and nutrition consultant Margaret 
Howard cover everything needed to keep well fed on the trail, including 100 
delicious recipes for breakfasts, lunches, quick pickups, dinners, desserts and 
mixed drinks. 

978-1-77085-189-4  
$19.95 paperback
192 pages · 6 × 8
Rights: World

IMPROVING YOUR SOIL
A Practical Guide to Soil Management for the 
Serious Home Gardener
Keith Reid

Valuable advice from an expert in soil science.

Intended for both small and medium-size gardens, Improving Your Soil reveals 
the steps to take to achieve the perfect soil base in which to grow plants. With 
directions on amending poor soil, modifying mediocre earth, aerating compacted 
topsoil and substrates, and testing pH levels, this book enables gardeners to 
nurture their plants and promote more abundant growth. 

978-1-77085-226-6  
$29.95 paperback
272 pages · 7 × 10
Rights: World
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THE  COMPLETE 10-DAY DETOX 
DIET PLAN & COOKBOOK
Includes 150 Recipes
Karen Barnes, MSc, ND

A health plan and cookbook for a fast and complete cleansing 
and detox. 

This incredible book offers a complete diet plan with recipes that are 
easy-to-follow, practical and realistic. The program detoxi� es the body 
for optimizing weight, improving digestion, skin, joints, energy levels, 
hormones, immune system and overall vitality.

The author provides the most recent research and information on 
common toxins, pesticides and heavy metals that create health 
problems, and more importantly includes an action plan designed to 
help avoid and eliminate them completely. 

Part 1: Exposure to Toxins
•	 Environmental toxins, pesticides, radiofrequency electromagnetic 

� elds, heavy metals

Part 2: Food Allergies, Sensitivities and Intolerances
•	 Understanding the differences, toxicity reaction, celiac disease, 

MSG/gluten/sul� te/salicylate sensitivity/aspartame sensitivity, 
identifying allergies, sensitivities and intolerances

Part 3: The Detox Diet
•	 Bowel and liver detoxi� cation, cleansing foods, cleansing vitamins 

and minerals, 10-day detox diet plan, meal plans

Part 4: Recipes for The Detox Diet
•	 Recipes for everything from breakfasts to juices, breads and muf� ns, 

soups, vegetables and grains, to soups, salads and dressings and 
desserts. 

The recipes are simple to prepare and above all delicious and 
satisfying. 

Karen Barnes MSc, ND, appears monthly on a live phone-in show 
and she makes frequent television and magazine appearances. Karen 
is passionate about � nding the underlying cause of disease and 
empowering people to take the natural path to wellness. She lives 
in Burlington, Ontario.
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THE  COMPLETE GUIDE TO 
NATURAL HOMEMADE BEAUTY 
PRODUCTS & TREATMENTS
150 Recipes from Scrubs and Masks 
to Moisturizers & Shampoos
Amelia Ruiz

All-natural ingredients that lead to beauty from head to toe. 

These beauty-enhancing and soothing cosmetics and treatments use 
only completely chemical-free ingredients. 

Amelia Ruiz guides the reader to effective use of all of nature’s 
possibilities in homemade beauty treatments for complete skin, body 
and hair care. From aromatic and medicinal plants to � owers, fruits and 
essential oils, these incredible recipes and lifestyle tips enhance beauty 
inside and out. 

The expert step-by-step instructions for preparing all kinds of 
cosmetics are simple and easy, plus it saves money for any consumer. 
Knowing what your skin needs and controlling the ingredients in these 
recipes assures the ultimate in skin pampering.

There is also a wealth of information on sunbathing safely with natural 
products. Even personal perfumes and home cleaning products can be 
made with essential oils, fruits, plants and other natural products. 

Amelia Ruiz shows how to enhance personal qualities and appearance 
through exercise, diet, rest and a life in harmony with our natural 
biorhythms. Her mantra is “True beauty comes from within, from a 
natural lifestyle and a healthy and balanced diet.”

Amelia Ruiz is a cosmetologist, an esthetician and the technical 
director of Fahle Ecolines, a distributor of natural and organic 
cosmetics. She trained in Germany in the natural esthetic methods 
of the world renowned Dr. Hauschka Skin Care. Since 2000, she has 
taught these holistic beauty treatments to estheticians in Spain. 
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CURE BACK PAIN
80 Personalized Easy Exercises for Spinal 
Training to Improve Posture, Eliminate 
Tension & Reduce Stress
Jean-François Harvey, BSc, DO

A complete range of tools to help prevent or alleviate back pain.

Using the latest advances in the science of movement, this book offers 
the unique and innovative Spinal Training method to help prevent and 
alleviate back pain. And in addition to strengthening your back, Spinal 
Training will also improve your posture, eliminate tension, reduce your 
stress response and diminish pain.

Drawing from Pilates, yoga, physical therapy and others and based on 
the principles of osteopathy, biomechanics and kinesiology, this holistic 
approach makes it possible for effective and gentle work to be done 
on the areas that are the most important for reducing back pain and 
enhancing good posture for a healthy back. 

Full-color throughout with lavish and clear illustrations of the back’s 
anatomy, this book features step-by-step photos with 80 exercise 
routines that meet the requirements for a healthy back. These routines 
can be customized with the self-assessment exercise provided. Thus 
the exercises can focus precisely on each person’s speci� c needs and 
desired outcome. 

The Spinal Training method can be used by anyone, regardless of age 
or � tness level. Each training plan can be individually adapted to the 
nature of the speci� c pain, for any type of posture, degree of � exibility, 
muscle strength, or the time available to regain normal back strength. 

Whether the goal is to simply maintain a healthy and happy back or to 
reduce and eliminate pain, this books offers the right tools to make the 
back feel better, no matter what the condition may be.

Jean-François Harvey is a professor of osteopathy and a kinesiologist 
with 25 years of experience in the � eld.
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 HOW TO AMAZE YOUR SON
Crafts, Recipes and Other Creative 
Experiences to Teach Him to See Gold 
in the Ordinary
Raphaële Vidaling

How To Amaze Your Son has more than 50 truly creative and inspiring 
projects that will elicit “wow” and “cool” from the most skeptical of 
boys. There are crafts, science experiments, creative experiences, and 
easy magic tricks. Each is cheap and easy.

All the amazements use items found in the home. Here are some 
examples:
• Things To Do Together: Sprouted Potato People; Treasures Nature 

Walk; Make Fake Snow
• Treasures: Sprouting Onion Flying Fish; Secret Stash Treasure Book
• To Play: Grapefruit Dwarves House; Ice Ring Dinosaur Dig
• Experiments and Magic: Small Craters Chemist; Magic Camp� re
• Projects To Eat!: Playmobil® Popsicles; Honeybee Pancakes.

How To Amaze Your Son is a practical and inspiring resource for all 
parents, teachers and caregivers.
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HOW TO AMAZE 
YOUR DAUGHTER
Crafts, Recipes and Other Creative 
Experiences to Teach Her to See 
Gold in the Ordinary
Raphaële Vidaling

All the amazements use items found in the home. Here are some 
examples:
• Things To Do Together: Popsicle Stick Dolls; Bubble Candle; Bits ‘n’ 

pieces Color Portraits; Mini Origami Dresses; Lace Angel Wings 
• Treasures: Miniature Vase Necklace; Forest Fairy House; Paint with 

Shaving Foam; Snow Globe with a Toy Inside
• Toys: Water Bottle Canoe; Easy-Fold Cardboard House; Tablecloth 

Teepee; Mermaid Costume with Detachable Tail
• Experiments and Magic: Milk that Paints; Jelly� sh in a Bottle; Edible 

Cracked Eggs; Paper Flower That Magically Opens in Water
• Projects to Eat!: Spaghetti Nests; Bear in a Pancake; Origami Cake; 

Edible Butter� ies; Rubber Egg; Carousel Cake.

How To Amaze Your Daughter is a practical and inspiring resource for 
all parents, teachers and caregivers.

Raphaële Vidaling has published two novels and many illustrated 
books. She is the author of How to Amaze Your Toddler. 
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101 THINGS FOR KIDS 
TO DO OUTSIDE
Dawn Isaac

A special handbook for youth and the adults who work 
with them.

Let them go outside and play! More parents are heeding 
the advice of specialists who urge them to do just that. By 
playing outside with friends, kids learn valuable interpersonal 
and negotiation skills and how to make decisions. Outdoor 
play teaches about the natural world, fosters creativity, and 
encourages physical activity.

101 Things For Kids To Do Outside is ideal for parents, 
teachers, and all those working with youth. This book is ideal 
for the children who like gaming, TV, movies, the soft couch, 
and even too many snacks. The kids who believe “there’s 
nothing to do outside” can learn and be encouraged to 
experience the joy of outdoor play. 

Each activity is described in language easy for a 6- to 9-year-
old and illustrated with engaging graphics. Younger children may need 
direction, at least the � rst time. Large pictures display all the fun to be 
had. The activities range from 10 minutes to hours and hours of fun. 
Some require creativity, make-believe or physical exertion but they are 
all outside. Perfect for rainy days, sunshiny days, even snowy days. 

Examples of the 101 activities are:
•	 Weave a bird’s nest 
•	 Set up a potion lab 
•	 Make nature rubbings 
•	 Build a crawl tunnel 
•	 Hold a mini Olympics 
•	 Build a human sundial 
•	 Make a nature walk bracelet 
•	 Capture animal tracks 
•	 Fly a homemade kite 
•	 Make a rain gauge 
•	 Make a snow maze.

Dawn Isaac invents new ways to persuade her three young children 
to go outside, a mission that is chronicled in her popular blog 
www.littlegreen� ngers.com. 
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VEGETABLES, HERBS 
AND FRUIT
An Illustrated Encyclopedia
Matthew Biggs, Jekka McVicar and Bob Flowerdew

“Now issued as a more affordable paperback edition, this work is 
ideal for gardeners looking to grow their own vegetables, herbs, 
and fruits. Solid gardening tips and tempting recipes mix, quite 
naturally.... Visually, the book is a match for the mind’s eye of any 
gardener.”
— American Reference Books Annual 2014 

“What is not included in this de� nitive and beautifully illustrated 
sourcebook on edible landscape?” 
— The American Herb Association

This book features superb full-color photographs and illustrations and 
an easy-to-use A-Z directory. Comprehensive growing, harvesting and 
preserving tips and a wealth of recipes will help gardeners and cooks 
enjoy the bounty of their home gardens.

Practical aspects of gardening are explained in detail, with in-depth 
sections on creating a garden, pollination, soil fertility and greenhouse 
growing. A glossary, further reading, seed sources, hardiness zones 
and a detailed index round out this outstanding book.

Matthew Biggs lectures at the Royal Horticultural Society. He is 
the author of Matthew Biggs’ Complete Book of Vegetables. Jekka 
McVicar has won several top awards from the Royal Horticultural 
Society. She is the author of Jekka’s Herb Cookbook. Bob Flowerdew 
is an author and a lecturer for the Royal Horticultural Society.
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 REGIONAL INTEREST

 BACKROADS OF ONTARIO
Ron Brown

Fabulous excursions via backroads explore and celebrate Ontario 
in special ways.

Backroads of Ontario gives travelers the information and maps they 
need to explore Ontario in a new and creative way. It invites them 
to exit the noisy busy highways and take a trip through Ontario’s 
countryside and its history: silent ghost towns, charming villages, 
century-old mills and farmhouses, dramatic cliffs, prime picnic spots, 
architectural curiosities, an amethyst mine, an underwater graveyard of 
shipwrecks and so much more.

This guidebook has been used by thousands of travelers as they have 
discovered some of the province’s most unexpected places. In this 
third edition, new information updates the old, including new attractions 
and the most current routes and directions.

There are 24 trips, each illustrated with photographs and accompanied 
by an easy-to-follow map. Trips range in length from afternoon outings 
to weekend excursions and all lead to out-of-the-way places within 
easy driving distance of Ontario’s major cities. 

Along with the Lake Simcoe Steeple Chase, there is a tour of Ontario’s 
prettiest, most historic and most unusual country churches, and a lock-
by-lock tour of the Welland Canal, an engineering marvel lauded around 
the world. Here are some of the sites on these tours:

•	 An 1811 Quaker Meeting House, one of the oldest buildings on 
Toronto’s Yonge Street

•	 Lagoon City, a community on Lake Simcoe built entirely upon a 
system of canals and known as “Ontario’s Venice” 

•	 A historically important First Nations site of signi� cance later known 
as the Toronto Carrying Place Trail 

•	 Oro African Church, the 1845 church built by black settlers, 
descendents of militiamen who served Britain in the 1812 war, likely 
the oldest surviving log African church in North America.

Ron Brown has written a dozen books on Ontario’s ghost towns and 
roadside attractions. He is a frequent contributor to CBC Radio, and 
his travel articles appear regularly in North American newspapers and 
magazines. He lives in Toronto.

4th EDITION, EXPANDED AND UPDATED
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REGIONAL INTEREST

 CANOE ATLAS OF 
THE LITTLE NORTH
Jonathan Berger and Thomas Terry 

“This is one book that a dedicated wilderness canoeist 
will � nd hard to put down.” — Wilderness Canoe 
Association

“Rarely does a book come along that reinvents the 
canoe-routes book.... The Canoe Atlas of the Little 
North has done it now through the sheer breadth and 
depth of the information collected, the effort that 
went into presentation, and the staggering ambition of 
mapping routes over an area larger than most of the 
world’s countries.... This is more than a canoe-route 
planner, this is a dreamer’s book.” — Ottertooth.com 

Canoe Atlas of the Little North is an annotated collection 
of 50 topographical maps with canoe routes weaving through one of 
North America’s last remaining great wilderness areas. It ranges over 
500,000 square miles in Ontario and Manitoba, from north of Lake 
Superior and east of Lake Winnipeg to west of James Bay and south of 
Hudson Bay, and covers 20 major lake and river systems. 

Developed during � ve decades of travel, research and documentation, 
the � rst section provides an overview of the region’s geography, the 
nature of its canoe routes, and the in� uence of natural and cultural 
history on those routes. 

The second, larger section features 50 topographic maps with 
annotations (scale of 1:427,807) derived from the well-known Canadian 
National Topographic System constructed in digital form by the 
Geographic Information Science Center at the University of California, 
Berkeley. 

Each map in the atlas is matched with a page of text outlining routes, 
portages, and rapids giving advice about hazards, possible campsites 
and other useful information. Map annotations include points of 
interest, portages, rapids and dif� cult passages. The map section is 
prefaced by general geological, botanical and cultural information. 
The Canoe Atlas of the Little North is the de� nitive reference for 
canoeists paddling the Near North. 

Jonathan Berger holds a Ph.D in environmental planning and has 
traveled, sketched and mapped the Little North since the early 1960s. 
He lives in Philadelphia.

Thomas Terry teaches wilderness rock-climbing, canoe-tripping and 
� rst-aid and operates custom canoe and dog-sled trips. He lives in 
Sioux Lookout, Ontario.
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 100 NATURE HOT SPOTS 
IN ONTARIO
The Best Parks, Conservation Areas 
and Wild Places
Chris Earley and Tracy C. Read

A guide to the best places in Ontario to connect with the natural 
world.

100 Nature Hot Spots in Ontario is a reader-friendly guidebook that 
explores the remarkable splendor and diversity of the province named 
after the Iroquois word for “beautiful water.” True to form, many of the 
hot spots feature water.

Organized by region, each hot-spot entry includes a descriptive 
destination pro� le, a sidebar of at-a-glance information about special 
features, location details, and a color photograph. Some of these 
locations are surprisingly close to towns and cities; some are hidden 
city treasures; and many are ideal for a day trip. 

Here are a few examples:
• Southwestern Ontario — Rock Glen Conservation’s fossil beds, 

trails and Carolinian forest; Luther Marsh Wildlife Management Area’s 
northern � ying squirrels, Butler’s garter snakes, and spotted turtles

• Niagara Region — City of Waterfalls in the Devil’s Punch Bowl; 
passerine bird watching in the Woodend Conservation Area 

• South Central Ontario — the Scarborough Bluffs’ rock formations; 
the Minesing Wetlands’ network of sensitive � ora and fauna

• North Central Ontario — The towering cedars and cliffs of Bruce 
Peninsula Park; Flowerpot Island’s orchids

• Eastern Ontario — Wintertime sightings of snowy owls, hawks 
and coyotes on Amherst Island; geological eras collide in Frontenac 
Provincial Park

• Northwestern Ontario — Agate Island Beach, one of Travel and 
Escape Network’s natural wonder beaches; Ouimet Canyon with rare 
arctic plants growing at its base.

These family-friendly destinations will appeal to naturalists, budding 
botanists and biologists, photographers, hikers, campers and paddlers. 

Chris Earley is the interpretive biologist at the University of Guelph 
Arboretum. His kids’ books that encourage youngsters to “� nd and 
identify your own” have been very popular. They include Caterpillars 
and Dragon� ies.

Tracy C. Read is a writer and editor in Kingston, Ontario, and the 
author of Fire� y’s children’s natural history series Exploring the 
World of....
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THE  KLONDIKE QUEST
A Photographic Essay 1897–1899
Pierre Berton

This classic book is a truly great photographic essay of historic events 
that made millionaires of many but crushed thousands more in a hostile 
climate and unforgiving terrain anticipated by none.

We are nearing the 120th anniversary of the Klondike Gold Rush and 
no one has told the story as vividly as has Canada’s leading popular 
historian, Yukon-born Pierre Berton. He records this amazing story with 
200 rare period images from the more than 10,000 images from public 
archives and private collections, depicting every aspect of one of the 
strangest mass movements in history.

The Klondike Quest brings to life the panoramic drama of the 
great stampede for gold as seen by the ordinary gold-seeker. The 
photographs are beautifully reproduced with informative and colorful 
captions. “One million people, it is said, laid plans to go to the 
Klondike. One hundred thousand actually set off. And so the Klondike 
saga is a chronicle of humanity in the mass... For the next eighteen 
months, the Yukon interior plateau became a human anthill.” 

This is a true story of too many men looking for that golden phantom. 

Pierre Berton was born in the Yukon in 1920 and worked in the 
Klondike mining camps as a teenager before forging a career as a 
journalist and cultural commentator. He wrote 50 books, winning 
dozens of literary awards.
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BACK IN PRINT

 CRAFTS & HOBBIES

THE  KNOT TYING BIBLE
Climbing, Camping, Sailing, Fishing, 
Everyday
Colin Jarman

A guide to tying more than 70 of the most useful and dependable 
knots.

The Knot Tying Bible is a complete guide to selecting, tying and 
using a wide array of knots, useful for everything from hauling logs to 
securing the canoe to wrapping a present. Beginners can master the 
basics before progressing to the more dif� cult knots. Experienced rope 
users can enjoy new knot challenges and discoveries. 

A “hands-on” knot directory outlines the function and formation of 
over 70 knots and categorizes them according to physical properties, 
making it easy to � nd the right knot for the job at hand. The knots are 
set out in ten chapters including:

•	 Quick-Tie Knots: overhand knot, cow hitch, � gure-eight knot
•	 Easy-release Knots: the bow knot, the reef knot
•	 Hold-Fast Knots: the surgeon’s knot, Klemheist knot
•	 Sliding Knots: slip knot, trucker’s hitch, running bowline
•	 Loop Knots: Englishman’s loop, neck halter, angler’s loop
•	 Knots for Joining Ropes: Carrick bend, double � sherman’s bend
•	 Shortening Knots: chain knot and sheepshank
•	 Weight-adding Knots: Stevedore knot, monkey’s � st, stopper knot
•	 Lashings: Cross lashing, parallel lashing, transom knot
•	 Decorative Knots: the Turk’s head and the true lover’s. 

Knowing the right knot to use and how to tie it can make life easier 
— and safer. The Knot Tying Bible is a timeless resource that will 
be useful just about anywhere for just about anything. An essential 
purchase. 

Colin Jarman is a sailor, a writer and a photographer. He has sailed for 
40 years and is the author of nine books on various aspects of sailing 
and seamanship, of which two on ropes and ropeworking have been 
top sellers. He has been a staff writer on Motor Boat and Yachting 
magazine and was Features Editor on Yachting Monthly before 
freelancing for the world’s major boating magazines. He helped to 
launch and still writes for the only online sailing magazine, Sailing Now.
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WOODWORKER’S TECHNIQUES 
HANDBOOK
The Essential Illustrated Reference
Paul Forrester

A complete step-by-step guide to essential woodworking tools and 
techniques.

This comprehensive reference covers everything from how to choose 
and cut lumber to how to plan, measure, mark, cut, shape and join. 
Woodworker’s Techniques Handbook is the handyman’s complete 
guide to working with wood.

Packed with practical information and 600 full-color photographs, 
Woodworker’s Techniques Handbook includes:

•	 Essential troubleshooting tips
•	 How to control power tools with accuracy
•	 Selecting and using the 10 essential hand tools that give any 

woodwork a beautiful hand-� nished quality
•	 Great original projects for children’s toys, simple furniture and bird 

boxes, which include cutting lists and easy-to-follow instructions so 
any woodworker can be successful.

A special section, the “Wood Identi� er,” calls out the key characteristics 
of each type of lumber and how best to use it. The book’s special 
interior spiral binding allows the woodworker to keep the book open 
while working with the recommended techniques.

Woodworker’s Techniques Handbook is the go-to reference for � ne 
woodworking.

Paul Forrester is a professional woodworker and photographer. He is 
the author of The Woodworker’s Handbook.
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 SPORTS

OUTDOOR MEDICAL 
EMERGENCY HANDBOOK
First Aid for Travelers, Backpackers 
& Adventurers
Dr. Spike Briggs and Dr. Campbell Mackenzie

“An essential and important guide for anyone of any skill level 
planning to spend quality time outdoors.” — Chicago Tribune 

Outdoor Medical Emergency Handbook provides easy-to-follow 
comprehensive advice on how to prevent, treat and care for illnesses 
and injuries while away from immediate medical response. Using 
accurate drawings and a step-by-step format, the authors describe 
how to effectively assess a situation and what actions to take. The 
logical design of the book helps readers � nd the information they need 
quickly to address the most critical medical emergencies wherever they 
may occur. 

This revised edition incorporates the latest developments in technology 
and emergency procedures, speci� cally:

•	 ALS (Advanced Life Support) and ATLS (Advanced Trauma Life 
Support) protocols to re� ect changes made by international 
resuscitation authorities over the past � ve years

•	 Body area trauma and medical illness emergency protocols 
•	 Drug names to make them internationally applicable
•	 Technological references to include smartphones and apps
•	 Recommended kit lists to take account changes in medical practice 

over the past � ve years.

Other useful emergency tools in the book are a Pain Relief Ladder to 
assess and treat pain, the Glasgow Coma Scale and AVPU to assess 
consciousness, the Lake Louise Acute Mountain Sickness Score Chart 
and a Guide to Commonly Used Drugs. 

The Outdoor Medical Emergency Handbook is essential equipment 
for anyone traveling, whether camping with the family or making a solo 
assault on the Himalayas.

Spike Briggs, BSc, FRCA, is a specialist in intensive care medicine, an 
advisor on medical support for ocean yacht races and an instructor of 
advanced life support. 

Campbell Mackenzie, RD, FRCP, was a surgeon commander in the 
Royal Navy and Royal Naval Reserve. He is now an instructor and 
examiner for the Royal Yachting Association First Aid Course.
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RUGBY SEVENS
Skills, Tactics and Rules
John McKittrick, Tony Williams & Eric Rush

The ideal book for players, coaches and fans of the Olympic sport.

Rugby sevens is a faster and more free-� owing game of rugby than the 
� fteens. Played with seven per side on the same-sized � eld as � fteens 
means fewer defenders with more space to cover and a far faster pace. 

Rugby Sevens: Skills, Tactics and Rules describes how to enjoy 
playing sevens and also how to win. All aspects of the game are 
covered including choosing a team, coaching and conditioning, set 
formations and technical elements, team tactics and the role of team 
captain and much more. 

The book includes 100 photographs of international male and female 
players in action, including team USA. Utah-born Maka Unufe of the 
USA Rugby Sevens is on the front cover. 

The chapters in this book are:

•	 A Brief History of Sevens 
•	 A Sevens Team
•	 Set Pieces — Kickoffs, Scrums, Line Outs, Penalties and Dropouts 
•	 Defensive Techniques 
•	 Essential Sevens Skills
•	 The Breakdown 
•	 Offence 
•	 Penetrating and Scoring 
•	 Tactics 
•	 Quality Control 
•	 Conditioning
•	 Rules of Sevens.

Sevens is an international game followed by legions of fans. Its 
restoration as an Olympic sport for men and women at Rio 2016 will 
introduce the exciting sport to millions of new fans and will undoubtedly 
inspire many new players. 

John McKittrick is a highly respected international Rugby Sevens 
coach. 

Tony Williams has written 18 rugby books including biographies of 
All Black legends Sean Fitzpatrick, Zinzan Brooke, Michael Jones, Ian 
Jones, Frank Bunce and Carlos Spencer; pro� les of each of the New 
Zealand Super Rugby teams; and co-authored four editions of Rugby 
Skills Tactics & Rules.

Eric Rush is a Sevens legend. He represented New Zealand for 17 
years and, as captain, led the team to a Gold Medal at the 1998 and 
2002 Commonwealth Games, the World Sevens Series Title for six 
consecutive years, and the Sevens World Cup championship in 2001.
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 RUGBY SKILLS, TACTICS 
AND RULES
John McKittrick and Tony Williams

The comprehensive, action-packed guide to playing rugby, the 
newest Olympic sport. 

Review of the previous edition: 
“Make[s] lavish use of color photographs to illustrate the basic 
positions, general and specialized skills, tactics, and rules of the 
game. These photographs and the occasional diagrams greatly 
enhance the clearly written text.” — Library Journal 

In 2013 the United States made it to the quarter� nals in its � rst attempt 
to win the ultimate rugby prize, the Rugby League World Cup. Fast 
forward to the 2016 Olympics, which will feature rugby as an of� cial 
sport for both men and women, 92 years after all rugby was scratched 
from the Olympic roster.

Rugby Skills, Tactics & Rules is the go-to book for learning the game. 
It explains rugby’s rough-and-tumble power and � nesse as played 
by the best — the hard-hitting All Blacks of New Zealand, whose 80 
percent winning average makes it the most successful team in any 
sport anywhere in the world. 

The book is illustrated with 150 color photographs, 100 of them new 
images of rugby teams and players, men and women, from around the 
world. There are also photos of enthusiastic rugby fans, and the new 
jacket shows the instantly recognizable USA team in its sold-out match 
against the New Zealand All Blacks at Chicago’s Soldiers Field in 2014. 

The features of this revised edition are: 

•	 Written for beginners, experienced players and coaches
•	 150 color photographs, including 100 new 
•	 Progressive layout from basic skills to unit, team and tactics in play
•	 200 variations of challenging drills shown in diagrams 
•	 Specialized skills and set play: scrums, line outs, rucks and mauls, 

restarts and endings
•	 Coaching, including training, team patterns and motivation
•	 The laws of rugby
•	 The sport’s unique spirit, traditions and social aspects.

Rugby Skills, Tactics & Rules is the best guide to the sport for 
players, coaches, and fans.

John McKittrick is a highly respected international rugby coach. 

Tony Williams has written 18 rugby books, including seven biographies 
of legendary All Black players and � ve New Zealand Super Rugby 
teams.

4th EDITION
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FREESTYLE SOCCER TRICKS
Tricks, Flick-ups, Catches
Sean D’Arcy 

A how-to guide to a sport that annually attracts more than 
400 million participants worldwide.

Freestyle soccer is the art of using feet, knees, chest, shoulders and 
head to keep a soccer ball airborne while performing creatively skillful 
moves. Freestyle hit the big time when video of the two tricksters 
Ronaldinho and Ronaldo clocked nearly 40 million views. 

Freestyle participants number over 400 million, a sport of� cially 
recognized with competitions worldwide. In July 2015, Chicago hosted 
the U.S. Soccer Freestyle Association’s National Freestyle Football 
Championship, attracting more than 60 international teams. The most 
commercially popular competition is Red Bull’s Street Style World 
tournament. 

Freestyle Soccer Tricks starts with the basics and moves on to kicks, 
� ick-ups, rolls, and catches. Fortunately for beginners, some tricks can 
be done without knowing how to juggle the ball. 

The book’s features include:
•	 Tricks that range from simple nutmegs to trick passes and 

complicated beat moves
•	 Over 100 step-by-step color photographs of young players that show 

body positioning clearly
•	 Straightforward instructions that break down every step of every trick
•	 Sidebars that give tips for and solutions to common problems 
•	 Abbreviations that eliminate text clutter.

With its colorful, portable design, Freestyle Soccer Tricks is ideal for 
its youth market of millions. 

Sean D’Arcy was an of� cial performer at the 2000 Sydney Olympics 
where he did tricks outside the Sydney Football Stadium. Soon 
afterward, he produced his Tricks of the Trade DVD. Follow him on 
Twitter, @SeanDArcy66.
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 ONE PUTT
The Ultimate Guide to Perfect Putting
Ken Brown

How to conquer the toughest part of the golf course: 
the putting green. 

Ken Brown shows golfers in clear language and photographs how to 
excel on the putting green. He taps his experience as a winning pro 
golfer and a broadcaster and analyst on the tournament circuit to share 
his secrets to perfect putting. He has earned a reputation as a golf guru 
and his advice is sought regularly by players looking to reduce their 
handicap. 

Brown’s success sinking putts gave him his nickname, “One Putt”. 
He uses his “climb the ladder” progression technique to one-putting: 
develop a perfect set up, read the greens, acquire touch, and feel 
and hone skills through practice drills. Featuring his analyses and 
anecdotes from decades of experience, this beautifully illustrated, 
clearly organized book makes it easy and entertaining to improve this 
crucial gol� ng skill. 

Tight, easy-to-read text and a generous serving of how-to and step-by-
step photographs demonstrate the techniques, while directional arrows 
and inset boxes clarify the instructions for the player. 

The book includes:
•	 Choosing a Putter — Length; Lie; Loft; Weight; The sweet spot; 

Moment of inertia; Insets, grooves and sounds off the face; Balance; 
Face depth; Shaft � ex; Grips and grip alignment; Try before you buy; 
Look after your putter; Putters and their features.

•	 The Basic Set-up — Grip fundamentals; Take your grip; Address; The 
set-ups of six pros

•	 Reading Greens — Approach the green; Mend the pitch mark; 
Yardage books; The cut lines

•	 The Set-up Routine — Rehearse 
•	 The Stroke — The � nal frontier; Fitting it together; Useful tips
•	 Touch and Feel — Cause and effect; One-handed putting; 

Stimpmeter; Putting aids; Drills
•	 Tips and Drills — Plan your practice; The ‘Ken on the Course’ one 

putt improver; The Drills; Keep a score; Warming up; Stretching; The 
ultimate � x

•	 One Putting! — Learn from six of the best; Positive thinking
•	 Putting Rules. 

With a foreword by pro Seve Ballesteros and endorsements from 
Lee Westwood and Sir Nick Faldo, One Putt is sure to reduce those 
unwelcome extra putts on the green. 

Ken Brown is a four-time European Tour winner, PGA Tour champion, 
and � ve-time Ryder Cup player. As the BBC’s golf analyst, his ‘Ken on 
the Course’ features at the US Masters and US Open are must-see 
features for golf fans worldwide. He lives in the Seattle area.
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ASTRONOMY 2017
Edited by Terence Dickinson
978-1-77085-670-7

FROGS 2017
978-1-77085-672-1

THE CANADIAN LANDSCAPE /  
LE PAYSAGE CANADIEN 2017
Printed in English and French
Photographs by J.A. Kraulis
978-1-77085-671-4

BUTTERFLIES 2017
978-1-77085-732-2

2017 CALENDARS
Each of these beautiful high-quality calendars from Fire�y Books is available in June.

Discount:
•	 50% non-returnable, 5–99 assorted
•	 55% non-returnable, 100–499 assorted
•	 60% non-returnable, 500+

Free freight on orders of more than $50.00 net.
•	 September to December 2016  

are on the inside front cover
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full color · shrinkwrapped  $15.99 (unless otherwise marked)
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Rights: U.S. & Canada only

OWLS 2017
978-1-77085-676-9

HUMMINGBIRDS 2017
978-1-77085-674-5

POLAR BEARS 2017
Photographs by Norbert Rosing
978-1-77085-677-6

PRAIRIES 2017
978-1-77085-733-9

ONTARIO 2017
978-1-77085-675-2

CALENDARS
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CALENDARS

TOM THOMSON 2017
978-1-77085-679-0  $16.99
Printed in English and French
Rights: U.S. & Canada only

UNFORGETTABLE PLACES 2017
978-1-77085-681-3

TURTLES 2017
978-1-77085-680-6

ROCKY MOUNTAINS 2017
Photographs by Tim Fitzharris
978-1-77085-678-3

QUÉBEC 2017
978-1-77085-691-2
Printed in French

WEATHER 2017
with Daily Weather Trivia
978-1-77085-682-0
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CALENDARS

WOLVES 2017
978-1-77085-685-1

LES ENDROITS MAGIQUES 2017 
(UNFORGETTABLE PLACES)
978-1-77085-687-5
Printed in French

Calendars printed in 
French:

COLIBRIS 2017 
(HUMMINGBIRDS)
978-1-77085-686-8

LES ENDROITS MAGIQUES 
2017 (UNFORGETTABLE 
PLACES)
978-1-77085-687-5

ENVIRONNEMENTS SAUVAGES 
2017 (WILDERNESS PADDLING)
978-1-77085-688-2

LOUPS 2017 (WOLVES)
978-1-77085-689-9

MÉTÉO 2017 (WEATHER)
978-1-77085-690-5

QUÉBEC 2017 
978-1-77085-691-2

COLIBRIS 2017 (HUMMINGBIRDS)
978-1-77085-686-8
Printed in French

WILDERNESS PADDLING 2017
Photographs by Gary and Joanie 
McGuf�n
978-1-77085-684-4

WESTERN CANADA 2017
Photographs by Janis Kraulis
978-1-77085-683-7
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 JESSICA’S X-RAY
Pat Zonta
Illustrations by Clive Dobson 

“Children are interested in what goes on inside their bodies. 
This book, full of real x-rays, will fascinate them.” 
— Science Books and Films  

“This is a great title for kids to read to help take the scariness 
out of any emergency room visits a child may face. It would also 
be a good resource for a unit on the human skeletal system. 
Recommended.” — Library Talk

Featuring six real x-rays printed on mylar, Jessica’s X-Ray is a unique 
and fun look inside our bodies and the world of x-rays. It is illustrated 
throughout in color and written by a professional x-ray technologist 
who has worked extensively with children.

Readers follow Jessica, who has broken her arm, as she tours the 
hospital seeing x-ray rooms and looking at actual x-ray, CAT-scan, 
MRI and ultrasound images. The book’s real mylar x-ray images allow 
children to see � rsthand what Jessica sees. An identi� cation key at the 
end of the book helps them � nd Jessica’s arm bones and muscles. 

Pat Zonta has worked extensively as a Medical Radiation Technologist 
in children’s and teaching hospitals. She is also a writer with a BA in 
English Literature from McMaster University. Pat lives in Cape Breton, 
Nova Scotia.

Clive Dobson is a versatile artist and illustrator with many books to his 
credit including Tex and Watersheds. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.

BACK IN PRINT

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-55297-577-0
paperback  $9.95
Ctn qty: 64

JANUARY

Ages 5 to 8 
24  pages
8 × 8
6 x-ray images on 
mylar, color illustrations 
throughout, de� nitions 
and explanatory diagrams 

Rights: World
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 BUGS IN THE BACKYARD
Camilla de la Bédoyère

More than 30 extraordinary insects that live just outside 
the back door.

Bugs in the Backyard is a spectacular collection of the weird and 
wonderful world of backyard creepy crawlies.

There are all kinds of bugs lurking just outside the house. Large, vibrant 
illustrations give readers a close-up peek at these alien-like beasties.

Stunning images from scanning electron microscopes give a close-up 
view of incredible minibeasts, revealing every hair on the back of a � ea, 
the beautiful scales on a moth’s wing, and the amazing compound eye 
of a � y.

Kids will discover what a � y likes to eat and how it digests its food or 
how a pond skater can skim across the surface of water. They will learn 
how a colony of ants communicates, and � nd out if their garden might 
be home to the fastest beetle in the world.

An authoritative collection, suitable for home or school.

Camilla de la Bédoyère is a zoologist and geologist who has written or 
edited more than 200 books for children and adults. She is the author 
of Creatures of the Dark and Monsters of the Deep.FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-697-4
� exibound  $9.95 
Ctn qty:

MARCH

Ages 8–11
80 pages
8½ × 11¼ 
200 full-color 
illustrations, glossary, 
index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

In the same series:

 Creatures of the Night
978-1-77085-459-8
� exibound  $9.95

“Attractive... A charming look 
at some odd creatures.” 
— School Library Journal

 Monsters of the Deep
978-1-77085-465-9
� exibound  $9.95

“Tailor-made for budding zoologists as well as casual browsers.”
— Kirkus 
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Also available: 978-1-77085-728-5
plastic-laminated 
hardcover  $19.95

JUVENILE NON-FICTION

 DO FISH FART?
Answers to Kids’ Questions 
About Lakes
Keltie Thomas
Illustrated by Deryk Ouseley

Amazing questions and answers about freshwater lakes and 
the critters that live there.

This intriguing collection of questions and answers about our 
lakes and freshwater systems will fascinate, amaze and inform 
young readers and anyone who is curious about this world of 
water. The book answers questions submitted by youngsters 
curious about water and life in a watershed. 

This book reveals the common ecology of freshwater lakes. 
Loaded with illustrations and photographs, the authors tackle the 
science, plants, � sh and animals, and geography. The book also 
answers questions about what it will take to keep our rivers and 
lakes clean. 

Here are some examples of the questions in Do Fish Fart?:
•	 What’s the difference between a lake and a pond? What’s on the 

bottom of a lake? Why is a lake blue but the water is clear in a glass 
when we drink it? 

•	 Can � sh drown? Why do � sh smell? How can � sh survive in the 
winter? How do � sh have babies? How smart are � sh? Do � sh drink 
water? Do � sh urinate? 

•	 Where does the oil and gas from a motorboat go? If soap is poured 
into a lake, will it become a bubble bath? How long does it take for a 
lake to get polluted? 

Children have the uncanny ability to pose questions that stump adults. 
Do Fish Fart? answers those questions in a fun and engaging format.

Keltie Thomas is the author of several highly acclaimed books 
including How Hockey Works and Animals that Changed the World. She 
is also a former editor of OWL Magazine. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.

Deryk Ouseley is a freelance illustrator and designer. His clients have 
included DHX Media and Pearson Publishing. He is also the illustrator 
for the successful e-book I Want a Monkey and for the online social 
innovation hub, “The World of Pia”. He lives in Oshawa, Ontario.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-727-8
paperback  $9.95
Ctn qty:

APRIL

Ages 8-12
48 pages
9 × 9
full color throughout, 
index

Rights: World English
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THE  SOCCER BOOK
Clive Gifford

Chock-full of tactics, players and goals for any young soccer 
player.

The Soccer Book is the perfect book for any soccer fan or player. Its 
quirky facts and amusing photos are collected from the biggest leagues 
and tournaments in the world of international soccer. Star players and 
dream teams, clever managers, fanatical fans, memorable matches 
and incredible goals — all are here to enjoy and share with friends. The 
attractive graphics, easy text, and cartoon bubbles appeal to youth. 

Topics range from team � eld tactics to signature moves of the sport’s 
record-smashing pros. Like Ronaldinho’s super step-over turns and the 
Panenka Penalty, a shoot-out winner used by Antonin Panenka in 1976. 
The author includes the most popular match-winning � eld formations 
and when they were � rst used, beginning with the 2-3-5 system used in 
the early 1990s.

Facts, trivia and entertaining illustrations are included on every double-
page spread covering a single topic: 
•	 Then and Now
•	 Giantkillers
•	 Goal Machines
•	 Hat-trick Heroes
•	 Super Stoppers 
•	 The Numbers Game: The Second Half
•	 Greatest Goals
•	 Head to Head
•	 Memorable Matches
•	 World Cup Wonders
•	 Final Whistle
•	 Women’s Soccer
•	 and much more.

The Soccer Book is action-packed and ideal for any soccer player or 
fan, with its staggering stats and pro� les of the sport’s greatest players. 

Clive Gifford published his � rst book when he was 17, and moved into 
an editorial career in children’s book publishing after he graduated from 
Southampton University. At 30, he decided to become a full-time writer 
and has written 140 books for children, many about soccer. He lives in 
soccer-crazy Manchester, UK.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-729-2
� exibound  $12.95
Ctn qty:

MARCH

Ages 9-12
64 pages
8½ × 11¼
full color throughout, 
index

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Also available: 978-1-77085-730-8
plastic-laminated 
hardcover  $24.95
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 DINOSAUR BONES
And What They Tell Us 
Rob Colson

A spectacular collection of prehistoric skeletons. 

Resembling a paleontologist’s sketchbook � lled with labeled watercolor 
drawings and descriptive notes, Dinosaur Bones is an accurate 
reference to 40 dinosaurs, marine reptiles, � ying reptiles and prehistoric 
mammals. 

The book begins with a brief introduction to life before the dinosaurs 
and the appearance of amphibians and early land mammals. Then, 
150 million years later, the dog-sized Ornitholestes dinosaur appears. 
Chronologically thereafter, double-page spreads depict individual 
species, such as the Anhanguera, and dinosaur groups, like the duck-
billed dinosaurs. 

Each dinosaur species is shown by its skeleton, revealing what it 
looked like inside and out. A full-color computer graphic illustration 
shows each animal in its habitat. For the dinosaur groups, like the � ying 
reptiles, individual species are shown in large full-color illustrations 
instead of just skeletons. 

Succinct introductory paragraphs describe when and where each 
dinosaur lived and other interesting facts. The annotated illustrations 
highlight physical features and their purpose. A human-to-dinosaur 
shadow comparison reveals the size and shape. The Anhanguera, for 
example, had a wingspan of almost 15 feet but a body length of barely 
8 inches. 

Dinosaurs and prehistoric life are popular topics critical to 
understanding science and natural history. For all readers as well as 
supplemental to school curricula Dinosaur Bones is an essential 
comprehensive guide to these peculiar animals.
 
Rob Colson is the author of more than 40 books for children, on 
a range of subjects including science and technology, history and 
the natural world. He has also compiled quizzes and mathematical 
puzzles for children and adults. As an editor, he has worked on a wide 
variety of books on diverse subjects, from architecture and politics to 
Shakespeare and the movie industry. An avid student of history and 
science, he continues trying to � gure out how the world works. 

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-694-3
� exibound  $12.95
Ctn qty:

FEBRUARY

Ages 10 up
96 pages
8¾ × 11½
200 full color illustrations, 
timeline, glossary, index

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Also available: 978-1-77085-717-9
plastic-laminated 
hardcover  $24.95
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